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Conclusion 

!    In an AO system with multiple guide stars launched from 
multiple launch telescopes, you cannot measure the LGS 
aberrations with an off-axis, AO-corrected truth sensor 

 
 
 

LGS aberrations must be eliminated! 

With LGS aberrations No LGS aberrations 



Outline 

!    GMT Laser Tomography Adaptive Optics system 
!    Centroid errors induced by laser guide stars 
!    Tomographic reconstruction of centroid errors 
!    Filtering LGS aberrations 

 

                RMS =  294 nm                                                           RMS =  27 nm      



GMT LTAO system 

!    Six LGSs in 35” hexagon projected from three launch 
telescopes 

Launch telescope 

LGSs 

Baseline design will have to change if we cannot deal with LGS aberrations! 



GMT LTAO system 

!    1 DM-corrected IR star 
!    Tip-tilt measured at K-band  
!    Focus and truth at H-band  

DM correction is necessary to avoid 
anisoplanatism in focus and truth! 

DM 

Tip-tilt sensor 

Focus/truth sensor 



Anisoplanatism error for focus 

Focus error as a function of off-axis distance and sampling frequency 

90” off-axis 

60” off-axis 

30” off-axis 

Desired sampling frequency  
and error 



Differential LGS elongation 

!    The spots are asymmetrically elongated!  
!    Can be eliminated by using a center-of-intensity algorithm  

!   e.g., quad cell centroid 
 

Center of mass Center of intensity 

Error in centroid 

Asymmetry because light at low altitudes elongated more!  



Differential elongation 

!    Simulated spot intensity from uniform sodium profile 

Intensity not uniform! 



Centroid error due to LGS aberrations 

x-centroids 

y-centroids 
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Centroid error is linear with distance between 
launch telescope and subaperture. 



Reconstructed wavefront on each WFS 

WFS#1                   2                     3                      4                      5                      6 
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Reconstruction is just tip-tilt and focus! 
But tip-tilt is removed from the WFS measurements. 
Tomographically reconstructed wavefront is focus! 



Tomographic reconstruction 

                  On-axis                              30” off-axis                              60” off-axis         

Science image sees this                       Truth sensor sees this                               

!    Truth sensor can measure and correct focus due to differential 
elongation 



Spot truncation 

!    The spots are truncated due to finite size of detector 
!    Error increases non-linearly with distance between launch 

telescope and subaperture 

Effect of truncation is non-linear with distance from launch telescope 



Pixelation 

!    The centroid estimates are biased by finite size of pixels 
!    Error changes non-linearly with distance between launch 

telescope and subaperture 

Effect of pixelation is non-linear with distance from launch telescope 



Center projected lasers 

!    LGS aberrations depend crucially on the location of launch 
telescope 

!   For 6 centrally projected beacons, the LGS aberrations on every WFS 
are (almost!) identical 

!    Can be measured with the truth sensor and corrected for all WFSs  



Side projected lasers 

!    Aberrations seen by WFS depends on location of launch telescope 
!    On-axis and off-axis reconstruction of aberrations differ 
!    Error in off-axis reconstruction typically larger than aberration you are 

trying to measure 

Single, off-axis truth sensor cannot be used to measure LGS aberrations! 



Filtering LGS aberrations 

Key Assumptions  
1. Centroid errors depend only on distance, d, between launch 
telescope and subaperture 
2. Dependence is the same for both axes and all six WFSs 



Filtering LGS aberrations 

!    Function is low order polynomial with odd powers only: 
 
  
!    Do a least squares fit of the centroids from all of the WFSs to 

the function parameters  
!    Remove fitted component from centroids 

f (d )= a1d+ a3d
3+ a5d

5+ ...

(a1 , a3 , a5 , ...)



Example 1: Large CCD 

!    15x15 pixels per subaperture, 0.486” per pixel   

Original 
Tip-tilt and focus removed 
 
 
  



Example 1: Large CCD 

!    Linear mode (tip-tilt and focus for each WFS) removed   

   Residual error on-axis: RMS =  6 nm                     Additional error off-axis: RMS =  5 nm                              



Example 2: Small CCD 

!    4x4 pixels per subaperture, 1.94” per pixel   

Original 
Tip-tilt and focus removed 
Fifth order removed 
Ninth order removed 
 
 
  



Example 2: Small CCD 

!    Linear mode (tip-tilt and focus) removed 

 Residual error on-axis: RMS =  294 nm                Additional error off-axis: RMS =  423 nm                              



Example 2: Small CCD 

!    Up to ninth order removed 

 Residual error on-axis: RMS =  27 nm                Additional error off-axis: RMS =  22 nm                              



Reduction in Strehl due to filtering 

Centroid Filtering K-band Strehl ratio 
None 0.363 
3rd order 0.359 
3rd + 5th order 0.353 
3rd + 5th + 7th order 0.352 
3rd + 5th + 7th + 9th order 0.347 

!    YAO simulations of the GMT LTAO system were run to see 
effect of filtering centroids on turbulence compensation 

!    Faint, off-axis tip-tilt guide star was used  
!    Small reduction in Strehl as a result of centroid filtering 



Summary 

!    Differential spot elongation leads to incorrect focus estimate 
 This is of no consequence, as it is fixed by the truth sensor 
 
!    Spot truncation and pixelation lead to aberrations that depend 

on distance to the launch telescope 
   This can be filtered out in centroid space with a small decrease 

in turbulence correction 
 
!    Unknowns: behavior with noise and other centroiding algorithms   
 
LGS aberrations when launching from the side may be overcome! 



Future work 

!    Behavior with noise and other centroiding algorithms  
!   e.g., correlation, pixel thresholding 

!    Behavior of centroid filter when the WFS is running off null 
!    High-pass temporal filtering of the centroids: 

!   remove slowly varying LGS aberrations 
!   measuring fast varying turbulence 

!    Use more efficient parameterization of LGS aberrations  
!   e.g., Fourier series instead of polynomial 
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